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About This Game

Now fully remastered with new graphics & lighting! Also includes full support for both HTC Vive and Oculus Rift!

Solve puzzles to find your way out of the room before it is too late - Something lurks deep in the shadows. Welcome to a place
where everything you ever imagined can be true, even your worst nightmare.

“Who in the world am I? Ah, that's the great puzzle.” - Lewis Caroll

“Imagination is the only weapon in the war against reality.”
― Lewis Carroll, Alice in Wonderland

The Rabbit Hole is an immersive, intense and mind-bending game built for Virtual Reality.

❏ A Dark Environment Built With Unreal 4
❏ Live an Escape the Room experience in Virtual Reality

❏ Room exploration with collectibles and logical thinking to find the way out
❏ The Room evolves and get darker and darker as you push forward, experience The

Old Room in three different layouts: Night, Day and Nightmare.
❏ Change your size with cakes and potions mechanics to find and explore new places.
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❏ More than 5 unique puzzles challenges
❏ Incredible virtual sound effects

Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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the rabbit hole remastered

A game with so much potential, but yet it just falls short. There was supposed to be a SDK, but they never released it, so your
stuck with the few maps. Class balance issuses, juice, etc. But Uber is working on a new F2P version of this game. So you may
as well wait for that.. Lovely rendition of early Zachtronics magic-themed masterpieces (pre-Spacechem, not on Steam). Fans of
of the kind of programming that makes Zachtronics games so engrossing (Spacechem, Infinifactory, TIS-100 and Shenzhen
I\/O) should feel quite at home here, so I am wondering why this game passed under the radar so far (I found it randomly in my
new game queue). Tutorials are very well done and gradually introduce to the various tools, with some levels within the guided
tutorial that act a bit like a test to check understanding so far.

Thumbs up then, and let's hope that more of these games will be coming because there's never enough!. The gameplay is very
unquie and is great for people who love card games/deck building games. 1 part solitaire, 1 part poker and adds abilties on top
of that.
Downside- Game is not really difficult and the achievement Runespell XL: Play all battles once, has to be done during a single
campaign. Which is diffcult as certain enemies only appear at certain times.. Finally again a great and fun game to play. I have
not much time to play and i really love to have a intense story who i love to follow along and have some hours of fun. This game
might not be at its full potential, but overall its one of the best i have played for some time now.

You can fully manage your Village and see by clicking on each villager how its mood is at this moment. The game has a great
depth for this price. If you have some money to spare you should give it a try.

Overall Rating: 8/10. Reasonably solid, but the real value would be in multiplayer not singleplayer. this is a good game, buy it.
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I was looking for something different from other games. Maybe a new perspective, or something else, I don't know. And I've
found this game, read the review and looked at the Youtube video. So I gave it a try.

And I think totally worth it. It's totally different than other games.
If you like micromanagement, that's your game, you will face a lot. There is no summary the total energy, food, resources, etc.
used or surplus if you have any. Just the credit balance. So I decide to make an Excel sheet to sums up things. And I also made a
periodic table visual aid. And it's working for me. I'm working in production, so it's close to me.

You have to make high income to pay the fleets. The patent system will help you. Just watch the energy, food, labour, officers,
and the resources and gases and etc. Colonize systems, build fleets to ( at least ) defend yourself.

So I was looking for something new, and I found it. It's harder than other games you can buy here ( someone says it's unfinished
game, with features missing).

If you like micromanagement and galactic conquest in economic perspective, try this game!. Virtual drums, how can you go
wrong!. Myst: Masterpiece Edition was finally updated with the 25th Anniversary to run without any issues whatsoever on
Win10.

To this day, it is one of the most interesting point & click adventures with really hard puzzles and completely unique art design.
By todays standards it quite short though.

It's a piece of gaming history, but I would rather suggest to get Realmyst, which is exactly the same game, but remastered in an
actual 3D engine, looking remarkably better and having been expanded by another small age.. Best indie racer ever :D. Great
starter game for the vive,was one of the first games I got and was stunned by how fun it was. Has the feeling of an arcade
shooter and unlocking the various guns is extremely fun and rewarding.. it's the one the best games i've played recently. I haven't
play much yet but I can say; Soul Searching is a that kind of game which hits you from the very beginning. There were no game
that make me think about some deep stuff. Game is not just a survival game, it made me think, I am meditating.
I can surely recomend the game for everyone.. get the ♥♥♥♥ing boots and go cycle mode
. Great game!

I want to point out Ys origin is what made me buy this game, the other previous version before Origin felt unsatisfying.

It's hard to point out the pleasent experience of the game, so I'll list what I dislike like about it first and then hopefully provide
some decent points in why its good.

Negatives:

1. I didn't like the randomize item drops from enemies meaning if I were to farm for something it would become very tedious.
2. I didn't enjoy the button holding SP generator mechanic, I spent 80% of the time using that to attack the enemy. I'm fine with
the flash guard block beacause that makes sense but the combat experience for me was slightly ruined.
3. Force to spam the roll button to travel at a faster speed.
4.Skill leveling was another unnecessary grinding mechanic
5.Story wasn't that interesting to me but thats more of a personal thing.
6.Having three characters on the battlefield can be very distracting, making it harder to fight or just miss out on the awesome
visual aspects.

positives:

1.Nice fluid combat with many different skills to utilize for your characters, which makes it harder to lose interest.
2. I luv the idea of obtaining the Optional ultimate weapons for your characters
3. Instant travel, once unlock can make your journey or progression alot more convenient
4. Two optional bosses
5. A navigation point on your map to help locate your next objective
6.journal to identify which monster drops what item
7.Many different character to utilize with unique skill sets and special
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8.Boss fight was fun but can sometimes be ridiculously hard or tedious if underleveled.
9. I enjoyed the layout of the levels

As a side note for some of the negative portion of the game. I'm aware you can purchase, locate or aquire rewards to make some
of the points less of a burden but it was far too late to notice it and it still required a little bit of grinding to it.

Still this was a fun game and i recommend looking at a guide to help with enhancing your experience which I wish I've done
sooner.
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